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MLK week kicks off at UI

By Ryan Foley
The Daily Iowan

The Hawkeyes have set the stage for a great season by winning their first 13 games. As the team prepares to face the top 50 at Michigan State tonight, the Hawkeyes will be put to the test in a rigorous Big Ten record.

By Megan L. Eskendur

City Council unveils alcohol ordinance

By Steve Anelli

The ordinance, which was compiled by the city attorney’s office, outlined civil penalties for establishments, heavy drinking specials and out-of-state sales, appreciable precincts ensuring consumer protection, and changes the liquor license issuance process.

The inspection of civil penalties is allowed by the state’s cashier to allow the city to alter these policies in any state. The city’s current alcohol ordinance in a law in a state in a number of states that have not yet been sold, but after Bush becomes president, Vice President Dick Cheney can break a tie.

As criticism mounts, Ashcraft fights back

By Steve Anelli

The attorney-general designate and interior nominee Gale Norton face increasing scrutiny.

The affirmation housing, which is expected to focus strongly on his civil rights record.

"Certainly would like to find a way to abate that kind of problem," he said. "It's wrong, inappropriate. It shouldn't be done." He said Bush "is sensitive to this problem."

Ashcroft and Norton face increasing scrutiny.

The ordinance also regulates drink specials and out-of-state sales. The limitations include outlining "five for five" and "all you can drink" specials, increasing the volume of an alcoholic beverage without increasing the price the same amount, or offering discounts for bottle purchases, or offering any such alcoholic beverage, to one person at one time.

Proposed alcohol ordinance main points:

- Any person found to be in possession of an alcoholic beverage shall be subject to a fine of $100 or a $500 fine, whichever is greater.
- The city councilor shall give written notice to any person at any time.
- The ordinance also regulates drink specials and out-of-state sales.

The ordinance also regulates drink specials and out-of-state sales. The limitations include outlining “five for five” and “all you can drink” specials, increasing the volume of an alcoholic beverage without increasing the price the same amount, or offering discounts for bottle purchases, or offering any such alcoholic beverage, to one person at one time.
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Lark owner decides to rebuild

The Lark Reporter Club in Tivoli, which has been closed for more than a year, is planning to rebuild as of late. Owner Darcey Khabour, who was去找 the owner of the club for two years, said the owner is now ready to open a new Lark.

"One of the owners is ready to open a new Lark," said the owner. "She is looking into how much money will be needed to open a new Lark." Khabour said she is planning to open a new Lark within the next few months. She said she is planning to open a new Lark in the next few months.

Colton retires after 42 years with UHCS

UHCS President Colton, who was in charge of the UHCS for 42 years, retired on March 31. He was in charge of the UHCS for 42 years and oversaw the growth of the UHCS.

"He is a leader, a mentor, and a friend," said the former UHCS President. "He is a leader, a mentor, and a friend." Colton said he is proud of his work and the growth of the UHCS.

Colton continued to work for the UHCS as of late. He was in charge of the UHCS for 42 years and oversaw the growth of the UHCS.
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Friends lend woodworker a hand

A fund-raiser for area furniture maker will help rebuild his destroyed shop.

By Jeffrey Kramer
The Daily Iowan

When more than 400 area residents met to donate for a barn-raising on Jan. 13, it was a chance for them to give something back to Rusty Karkowski, who has been a stalwart supporter of Iowa City programs for more than 30 years. While organizers have yet to determine the amount of the funds raised, they hope the project will help rebuild the barn destroyed by fire last summer at Karkowski's furniture, designs and operating budget shop. On his own, Karkowski was unable to obtain insurance for his barn because of its age; the damages amounted to approximately $200,000. "The elements were wind, snow and percolated water," he said.

The $200,000 goal, set at the old Brick, 285 Market St., was not difficult for his friends to do, said Sue Futrell, one of the event's organizers. "It's such a generous guy," she said. "We thought it would be easy." Karkowski is continuing to make pieces of his furniture. And it would come out for any of his teachers to buy and be very, very flexible in the work he do. It's an institution that's trying to get better, and (Whitmore's academic) president's job at the University of Kentucky in Lexington, where he obtained insurance for his barn.

"He's such a generous guy," she said. "I don't quite see it, though, as an opportunity for a new start." Whitmore's academic back- ground is in the area of chemistry, in which he holds a Ph.D. in the study of proteins. While he has been active in the dramatic writings of Iowa's State University, the president's job at the University of Kentucky in Lexington, where he has been active in the dramatic writings of Iowa State University, is the job that he says he would like to apply for.
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UI sophomore's death shocks family

The southwest wing of Seashore Hall was demolished during Winter Break because the UI feared it might collapse under heavy snow.

Seashore Hall loses wing

The Southall Hall renovation project should be completed in April.

By Kalile Doyle
The Daily Iowan

A portion of historic UI building Seashore Hall was demolished on Dec. 18 because of fears the wood structure supporting the roof would not be sturdy enough to survive heavy amounts of snow and strong winter winds.

The southwest wing, which was built in 1909 as part of the original university hospital, was torn down just a few days after the weather began its winter vacation.

"We weren't afraid that Christmas break to be so furious this area," said Gary Nagle, a UI architect, and the project manager of the renovation.
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"It was to secure the area around the hall, a wheelchair­

at the removal of the southwest wing," said Gary Nagle. "It was an attempt to match the rest of the building as well as pos­

Nagle said.

The expected completion date of the $300,000 project is next April, he said.
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or, who has an office in the west end of the building said that while entering the building was safer, he was more aware of the weather.
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Regents bump up fees

- Non-music majors will see the largest increase — 66.7 percent for private lessons.

By Mary Sedor

The Daily Iowan
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STATE BRIEF

The UI also proposed three new fees, including a $40 fee for international students and scholars per semester, and an additional $35 fee during the summer. The university would also like to implement a $350 early registration fee for students in the Masters of Physical Therapy program.

Students are expected to pay tuition that will apply to them, depending on their programs and interests.

While most of the increases are less than 10 percent, some majors receiving private lessons in one course will have a 66.7 percent increase— from $90 to $150.

UI Student Government Vice President Christian Livengood says the increases are not surprising.

"I don't think the increases are high because many of these fees haven't been raised in the past five years," he said. "If we felt the increase wasn't justified, we would go right to disband the fees.

In response to the music fee, Linn said the increase will help to make the cost the same for majors and non-majors. In the past, non-majors paid less for non-music, he said.

"This board typically acts on certain lines in January. Sometimes, they are automatically increased based on tuition, others are based on the cost of services," said Doug True, the UI vice president for Finance.

The increase is very straightforward, there are no ambiguous lines," he said.

UI representative Mary Sedor can be reached at mary-sedor@uiowa.edu.

Non-music majors will see the largest increase — 66.7 percent for private lessons.

By Mary Sedor

The Daily Iowan

A six-member committee appointed to meet in order to stretch their artists' music and provide them with including performing at various venues.

The board decided to pass the recommendation of President Chris Linn.

For more information or to sign up, please contact the Center for the Arts at 319-335-0029.
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The hospital has been accused of violating the hospital-employee union's rights.

By Peter Rugg
The Daily Iowan

The UI Hospitals and Clinics has expanded two cases that the union has filed in the last 18 months, according to Local 199 at University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, or UIHC, Union Organizer Kim Miller.

Caruth said she believes the appeal is another example of the UIHC refusing to communicate with the union.

"They don't seem to get the message that they have to work with us, and until they do, we're going to have problems working together," she said. "I don't think there's any way they won't."...in the hospital's literature and communications.

"The UIHC is also appealing a decision regarding union training classes," Caruth said. "The hospital has a training program for all of its benefits and the union wanted to provide the necessary safeguards for patients and visitors, but the hospital said no."...the UIHC's literature is hospital policy.

"The administrative law judge ordered that the union would be allowed to provide literature and we're going to appeal that," Caruth said.

"We think we'll be working on at least two issues together," she said.

Although it will follow through with the appeal process if necessary, the UIHC would prefer to hold a meeting with the union on a compromise, Caruth said.

"We will contact the union to try to reach a settlement," she said.
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Activists open MLK week at UI
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**CITY & WORLD**
WIN A PUERTO VALLARTA, MEXICO VACATION
for you & a friend March 12-16
START CLIPPING & ENTER NOW!

What’s the Deal?

This is week one of a six-week contest to determine the winner of a trip for two to Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. This will appear in The Daily Iowan each Tuesday, now through Feb. 20. Three “semi-finalists” will be drawn each week from the coupon drop-off at participating stores that week. At the end of the six weeks the names of the winner will be drawn from a box containing the names of the 18 “semi-finalists.” The trip winner will be announced in The Daily Iowan on February 27.

To enter this week, just:

1. Fill out coupons with your name, address, and phone number.
2. Clip out coupon(s). Entries must be made on coupons clipped from The Daily Iowan.
3. Drop in entry boxes at participating stores now, through Monday, January 22 at 12:00 a.m.
4. Limit one coupon per person, per store. Coupons placed in the wrong store’s box will be disqualified. NOTE: There are 24 coupons. The more stores at which you enter, the better your chances of winning, so start clipping!
5. No purchase necessary.
6. The names of the week’s winners will appear in next Tuesday’s paper.

*Semi-finalists – attend drawing Monday, February 26, 2018 Communications Center at 7:00 p.m.

Proof of citizenship of the country where you are a citizen required, including U.S. citizens. Questions? call 338-5787.

Sponsored by The Daily Iowan & Meacham Travel Service.

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

Iowa Book LLC, Downtown Across From The Old Capitol
www.iowabook.com

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

Enzers
Downtown Iowa City • 118 S. Clinton
337-2375

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

WIN A PUERTO VALLARTA, MEXICO VACATION
for you & a friend March 12-16
START CLIPPING & ENTER NOW!

Trip includes:

• Round trip transportation from Chicago to Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. Trip departs March 12 and returns March 16.
• Round trip transfers and baggage handling, taxes and gratuities.
• $620 in cash.
• Four nights accommodations at the Buenaventura Hotel and Beach Club.
Buenaventura is a beachfront tropical resort located five minutes from downtown shops and restaurants. Rooms have two double beds. Enjoy a swim in the ocean or relax at the lobby bar under a spectacular 5-story atrium.

Accommodations:

• 296 air-conditioned rooms
• Three restaurants/snack bar
• Room service
• One nightly entertainment
• Two swimming pools/skate
• Sports available
D.I. staff and family are ineligible.

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

AVALON NETWORKS, INC.
380 E. College St., Iowa City. 339-8265. Iowa City, 324-1012. www.avalon.net
339-8265. Iowa City, 324-1012. www.avalon.net

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

CINEMAGN CAMPUS III
Sycamore Mall • Iowa City (319) 887-3651 • Coral Ridge Mall (319) 366-3171

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

ORAGSTORE
Your one of a kind clothing store
807 E. Washington • Downtown, Iowa City
358-0555

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

Wireless store
PHONE
MTV will invade Iowa City to host auditions for ‘The Real World’

The Soap Opera
Good Clean Fun
119 E. College • Iowa City
354-1123

Bruegger’s Bagels
Baked Fresh
3-LOCATIONS-
715 S. Riverside Dr., Iowa City
337-6795
225 Iowa Ave., Iowa City
354-5343
410 1st Ave., Coralville
337-2243

Welcome Rack!
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF!
Transit service is provided from 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 6 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Saturday.

All Iowa City Transit routes except the East Side Loop arrive and depart from the Downtown Transit Interchange on Washington Street adjacent to the University of Iowa Pentacrest. Therefore, any Iowa city bus you board, except East Side Loop will take you to the downtown-central campus area. Free transfers are available from the bus driver allowing you to complete your trip across town.

31 day passes are $25.00 and are good for an unlimited number of trips during the calendar month and are transferable to other family members.

With a qualifying purchase, the Bus & Shop Program will provide you a coupon good for one free ride on Iowa City Transit. When shopping, ask the store clerk for a Bus & Shop coupon.

Student semester passes will be available today to University of Iowa students and can be purchased at the Iowa Memorial Union parking ramp office. Student semester passes can be charged to your U-bill. Call Iowa City Transit at 356-5151 for more details. Student must be registered for the fall semester in order to purchase student pass bus.

For route and schedule information: CALL 356-5151

Iowa City Transit also runs a Free Downtown Shuttle which operates from 7:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m. M-F.
The effects of this winter’s record-breaking snowfall and bitter temperatures aren’t done yet. The Iowa City has spent approximately $548,000 on the labor of 2,000 tons of salt and 12,000 tons of sand to control the snow, and Bud Jackson, the city’s superintendant of streets, said the supplies used have just been restocked.

"The month of December was the coldest on record," Jackson said. "I’m hoping for a mild rested season." City workers have collected a 200-250 ton stock of sand and loose snow this winter, he said. The snow is put at a lot at 250 E. Riverside Drive. ‘I’ve had worse winters than this one,” Jackson said. There were few problems with that storage area, he said. The City councilman Alfonso Ortegon said. Depending on housing costs to clear the sidwalks was less expensive. ‘It’s live in a house with 10 people having to do the shoveling. We have to do it or throw away the snow. It’s the same with another guy in the neighborhood,” he said. Jackson said.

Temperatures in Iowa City dipped to a low of 2.4 degrees Fahrenheit, just half a degree from freezing, the record for the city’s coldest December. The record was set in December 1961. The state’s average snowfall for this winter reached 37.4 inches, breaking the previous mark of 25.6 inches set in 1999. December was the second coldest, December in Iowa his war, with an average temperature of 13.5 degrees Fahrenheit. The coldest winter of record will in Iowa during the month of January. The previous mark - 22.5 inches - was set in February 1962. Winter’s effect on spring is difficult to predict with accuracy, he added. Snowfall in February and March will affect spring flooding, particularly in the Kinnick area, he added. Hillaker predicted the state has even more of this snowfall it will receive this winter even though 40 percent of the snow season remains. I love water levels in Iowa rivers prior to winter may reduce flooding during spring,” he said. Hillaker said, a spokesperson for the Iowa State Department of Natural Resources.

"We have experienced mild winter snowfall since early January. The warming may melt enough snow to present a sudden spring snow that could result in flash flooding, Hillak- er said. ‘It’s just not as bad as it looks,” said Bob Licha, a ION spokesperson.

This winter December temperature is not as bad as last year. Only snow that has been melted this winter has a lower ground. Hillaker said.

The difference in this winter will make this winter even though 40 percent of the snow season remains. I love water levels in Iowa rivers prior to winter may reduce flooding during spring,” he said. Hillaker said, a spokesperson for the Iowa State Department of Natural Resources.

"We have experienced mild winter snowfall since early January. The warming may melt enough snow to present a sudden spring snow that could result in flash flooding, Hillak- er said. ‘It’s just not as bad as it looks,” said Bob Licha, a ION spokesperson.

The difference in this winter will make this winter even though 40 percent of the snow season remains. I love water levels in Iowa rivers prior to winter may reduce flooding during spring,” he said. Hillaker said, a spokesperson for the Iowa State Department of Natural Resources.
Thirteen days of edging toward the brink


One Percent Financing on One Great Computer

Whether you’re taking notes, researching the Internet or studying for your next exam, the Gateway™ Solo 3000 SE University of Iowa Edition has the performance and features you need to make the most of your years at UI. Thin and lightweight, this notebook is equally available for academic research and writing papers. Write may have the years of your life in ten years. The University of Iowa Edition has the performance and features you need to make the most of your years at UI. Thin and lightweight, this notebook is equally available for academic research and writing papers. Write may have the years of your life in ten years.
Iowa couples may soon have the option of making their marriage a "covenant marriage" if the state legislature passes a bill introduced last week. Choosing a covenant marriage would give the couple the option of making a stronger commitment in their marriage and each "other than is allowed by the current law.

The bill, introduced by Rep. Phil Tilton, R-North English, states that choosing a covenant marriage would allow the couple to pre-negotiate counseling and a specific declaration of what their marriage is to "life-time commitment," and that both parties would not be allowed to divorce except in very limited circumstances, such as abuse, abandonment, or separation for a minimum of two years.

In a joint venture to reduce the high U.S. divorce rate and its negative effect on families, the state legislature introduced an "inter-racial marriage" bill last week.

The bill provides for the state to recognize marriages between individuals of different races. The bill would also allow for the establishment of a "marriage certificate" to be issued to couples who marry of different races.

In that vein, it's been an eventful year in Iowa, with one thing leading to another. Kind of like when you don't believe this, see this week's edition of Latino.

If you've met many of us, you know that we have a diversity of perspectives and that we are proud of them. The Daily Iowan is a nonprofit corporation, does not support or endorse any political party or candidate, and is not affiliated with the University of Iowa or the University of Iowa Student Council.

What has once seemed like a faraway, science-fiction fantasy has now become a reality and a source of great excitement. The cloning of endangered species, and much of the animal world, was the eye of the Daily Iowan for the past year.

It's a funny thing about the American people: we can't seem to get enough of the latest news. We love to hear about the latest advancements in science, medicine, and technology. And we love to hear about the latest controversies in politics, society, and culture. It's like a never-ending news cycle.

But there are also many things that we can do to improve our lives. We can use our knowledge and skills to make a positive impact on the world. We can use our voice to speak out for what we believe in. We can use our resources to help those in need.

Some of us are lucky enough to have a job we love, and we work hard to make a living and contribute to society. Others of us may not be so lucky, and we may struggle to make ends meet. But no matter what our situation, we all have the power to make a difference.

The Daily Iowan is grateful to all of our readers for their support and commitment to our mission. We are committed to providing you with the news and information you need to make informed decisions and take action in your community.

We welcome your feedback and suggestions for how we can continue to improve our coverage of the news. Please feel free to contact us at news@dailyiowan.com with your comments and ideas.

Stay tuned for more updates from the Daily Iowan.
New Year’s resolutions for the average American

It’s a new year, and many people have chosen to mark the occasion by declaring resolutions which by how to improve their lives.

You know… lose some weight, abandon junk food, or throw off smoking. But probably the resolution most discussed by most people is the one about losing weight, abandon junk food, or throw off smoking.

About 3 in 4 adults have made a resolution to lose weight in the past year. For many, New Year’s resolutions are seen as a way to improve their life and their health. However, only about 9% of people who make New Year’s resolutions are successful in achieving them.

But why are New Year’s resolutions so popular? Why do so many people make them, and why are they often so unsuccessful in achieving them? There are a few reasons why New Year’s resolutions are so popular:

1. It’s a new year, and people want to start fresh and make changes to their lives.
2. New Year’s resolutions are often seen as a way to improve one’s health and well-being.
3. New Year’s resolutions can be a way to set goals and motivate oneself to achieve them.

On the other hand, why are New Year’s resolutions so unsuccessful in achieving them? There are a few reasons why New Year’s resolutions are often unsuccessful:

1. Resolutions are often too vague or too difficult to achieve.
2. Resolutions often lack a specific plan or strategy for achieving them.
3. Resolutions can be overwhelming and discouraging if they are not broken down into smaller, more manageable goals.

So, what can you do to make your New Year’s resolutions more successful? Here are a few tips:

1. Set specific, measurable goals.
2. Break your goals into smaller, achievable steps.
3. Get support from friends or family.
4. Reward yourself for achieving your goals.

Remember, the key to success is not in having a resolution, but in sticking to it. So, if you make a New Year’s resolution this year, make sure you have a plan for achieving it and a supportive network to help you along the way.
Welcome back to Iowa!

Everythin you need is here!

University Book Store
Iowa Memorial Union - The University of Iowa

We accept: MC/VISA/AMEX/Discover
Student/Faculty/Staff ID

www.book.uiowa.edu
ON THE AIR

Main Event
The Big Ten sport: wrestling, Iowa vs. Ohio State, 6 p.m., ESPN.
The Big Ten women's basketball game: Michigan vs. Purdue, 6 p.m., ESPN.
The Hawkeyes have done everything they can to be considered one of the best six teams in the country, but I’ve been looking at it that this team will not get higher in the rankings.

With a young team, the Big Ten schedule will be grueling. Especially on the road, where upcoming meets have proved uniformly to the Hawkeyes, who just twice on the away from Iowa City this year.

The Hawkeyes will need to go to play at Illinois, Michigan State and Minnesota, but they’re tough home games against Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan.

This love story is going to be good, but they won’t finish the season a top-5 team. They’ve hit their peak now, and with such a young team, and a difficult schedule ahead of them, the Hawkeyes stay in the top 15 to prove to be a short one.

I’m not saying the Iowa basketball team will fall farther than an iceberg in hell. As usual, I’m not one of their fans. The Hawkeyes have shown signs that indicate they can back up those NCAA Tourney, and the parity as evident in one.

So for this season, Iowa has shown an excellent job of teaming. They’ve worked hard, been consistent. We have the only team to upset Iowa and although some wins have not been pretty, they still have some wins. Detroit Mercy, Penn State, Ohio, the list of close Hawkeyes will not end on. But this team is learning how to win while still maintaining the style of having eight new faces in the lineup.

Along with close wins, is giving young shooters to play in Reag. Boro, Luke Becker and others. Having a multitude of weapons will make the Hawkeyes difficult to prepare for. Iowa with one star player may be able to reach 15 wins by the middle of December, but once the conference season begins to fall, some dimensional teams tend to fold.

The big three will continue to get wins while Iowa’s bench gets more and more effective. Nearly every player on Iowa’s roster has some of the bench to play a key role at least once this season. Their starting and stars are three reasons why Iowa is not done winning yet.

— Jeremy Schmitz

Notre Dame's women's basketball team peaked?

With the most of their Big Ten schedule ahead of them, this Iowa men's basketball team must experience more rough times ahead of them.

There are no newsletters or Iowa men's basketball teams to melt down faster than an iceberg in hell.

The Hawkeyes are due to melt down faster than an iceberg in hell. But they have not been who we thought they were. Iowa men's basketball teams of late only solidifies my claim.

Standing alone with the Big Ten two weeks into conference play may be tough, but as far as I'm concerned, I believe that the Iowa basketball team is due to melt down faster than an iceberg in hell.

I am not one of their fans. The Hawkeyes have shown signs that indicate they can back up those NCAA Tourney, and the parity as evident in one.

So for this season, Iowa has shown an excellent job of teaming. They've worked hard, been consistent. We have the only team to upset Iowa and although some wins have not been pretty, they still have some wins. Detroit Mercy, Penn State, Ohio, the list of close Hawkeyes will not end on. But this team is learning how to win while still maintaining the style of having eight new faces in the lineup.

Along with close wins, is giving young shooters to play in Reag. Boro, Luke Becker and others. Having a multitude of weapons will make the Hawkeyes difficult to prepare for. Iowa with one star player may be able to reach 15 wins by the middle of December, but once the conference season begins to fall, some dimensional teams tend to fold.

The big three will continue to get wins while Iowa's bench gets more and more effective. Nearly every player on Iowa's roster has some of the bench to play a key role at least once this season. Their starting and stars are three reasons why Iowa is not done winning yet.

— Mike Kelly

Notre Dame's women's basketball team peaked?

No. 3 Notre Dame repeated a 92-75 upset of the Huskies, ending a 25-game win streak.

By Jack Schnellner

South Bend, Ind. — Another basketball-winning streak came crashing down at the Purcell Pavilion this time in the women's side.

Responding to the largest home crowd in school history, No. 3 Notre Dame beat No. 1 Connecticut 87-75 Monday to end the Husker 27-game winning streak and hand UConn its worst loss in more than seven years.

The Irish played almost perfectly as a consequence of the second consecutive day in the region.
SPORTS

SUPER BOWL XXXI

By Dave Goldberg


The game was filled with excitement from start to finish. New England tried to put the Giants away early, but New York’s defense held up. In the second quarter, the Giants took the lead with a field goal, 10-0.

The third quarter was a nail-biter, with both teams exchanging scores. The Giants led 21-13, but the Patriots came back to tie the game at 21-all. In the fourth quarter, the Giants scored a touchdown and a field goal to take a 34-13 lead.

In the end, the Giants held on for the victory, 37-26. The game was highlighted by a spectacular catch by Giants tight end Mark Ingram, who caught a 29-yard pass in the end zone.

The Giants’ victory was a historic one, as they became the first team to win four Super Bowls in six years. The win was a sweet revenge for the Giants, who lost to New England in the Super Bowl the previous season.

The Giants’ win also marked the end of an era. After the game, New England head coach Bill Parcells announced that he would be leaving the team to become the head coach of the New York Jets.

The game was a memorable one for Giants fans, and it will go down in history as one of the greatest Super Bowls ever played.
**Violence erupts at Spurs-Knick game**

Knicks coach Jeff Van Gundy was suspended for six games by the NBA yesterday by league president David Stern because of an outburst that led to a brawl on Wednesday night.

**Nativism**

Continued from Page 1

BY LARRY METZGER

Nativism has suit ed for $100,000 in damages from the University of Iowa for violation of his civil rights.

Nativism said he was denied the right to vote in the 1991 Iowa Democratic caucuses because he is a foreign-born citizen.

The suit alleged that Nativism was denied the vote in the caucuses.

**Iowa woman gymnasts stay busy over break**

By Amy Strawn

The Hawkeyes placed fourth with the Windsy City Invitational.

The Hawkeyes competed at the Windsy City Invitational on Jan. 13.

**Iowa men gymnasts get win**

By Amy Strawn

The Hawkeyes took the Michigan State Invitational.

The Hawkeyes competed against Michigan State University.

**Hawkeye women’s track runs well at meet**

**Continued from Page 1**

The Iowa women earn six gold medals at the Hawkeye Open.

**Continued from Page 1**

While Iowa was up, so was the margin. But after butting heads with Marcus Camby, after the game Camby tried to stop Tamara Ferri and throw a windmill punch.

**Continued from Page 1**

The Hawkeye women’s team opened up its season in Hawkeye women’s track runs Central Michigan, which was the third best in school history.

**Continued from Page 1**

Hawkeye women’s track runs Central Michigan, which was the third best in school history.

**Continued from Page 1**

Hawkeye women’s track runs Central Michigan, which was the third best in school history.

**Continued from Page 1**

Hawkeye women’s track runs Central Michigan, which was the third best in school history.

**Continued from Page 1**

Hawkeye women’s track runs Central Michigan, which was the third best in school history.

**Continued from Page 1**

Hawkeye women’s track runs Central Michigan, which was the third best in school history.

**Continued from Page 1**

Hawkeye women’s track runs Central Michigan, which was the third best in school history.
Wisconsin reeling from three of Big Ten losses to start season

MEN'S HOOPS
Continued from Page 1B

assistant Brad Soderberg also
advised Meder...
PorTrAit studio manager and assistant manager immediate openings

Walmart Portrait Studios is seeking outstanding individuals for management opportunity. Must be enthusiastic, career oriented and professional. Paid training program. Competitive earnings, weekly bonus plan with medical, dental, paid vacation & 401(k) Plan. Opportunity for advancement with our rapidly growing organization. No training required. Call anyone for an appointment.

(800) 438-0894 ext. 4520

HELP WANTED

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

The University of Iowa Water Treatment Plant

The University of Iowa Water Treatment Plant is seeking temporary, part-time employees for the following positions:

- Student Operator/Maintenance
- Temp Maintenance

Weekly and weekend shift work. Work shift varies depending on plant operations and engineering needs. Would prefer undergraduates with a major in science or engineering. Computer background would be an asset in technical operations and MIS Office highly desirable.

- Temporary Environmental Systems Technicians
- Work during the week and/or weekends. Simple chemical analysis, monitoring of chemical dosing systems and monitoring energy. Interns with a strong interest in science and engineering.

- Student Administrative Assistant
- Available work schedule.
- Access to various chemical duties and computer work. Computer background would be an asset in technical operations and MIS Office highly desirable.

Applications are available at the Water Plant Administrative Office, 1111 W. Brandywine St., Room 119. Call 319-358-5088 for more information.

Applications must be registered University of Iowa students.

ATTENTION UNIVERSITY OF IOWA STUDENTS!

Are you:
- Good on the phone?
- Able to persuade potential donors to give money to support your great university?
- Eager to contribute to the growth of the UI?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU!

The UI Foundation is looking for a spirited group of students to contact donors to raise money to provide funds to support the University of Iowa.

Shifts available: 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Sunday through Thursday.

Deadline: 2 days prior to run date desired

30 DAYS FOR I

A Photo is Worth A Thousand Words

SELL YOUR CAR

$40 (photo and up to 15 words)

Call our office to set up a time that is convenient for you to bring your car by to be photographed. Your ad will run for 30 days for $40.

Deadline: 2 days prior to run date desired

The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.

IOWA CITY’S MORNING NEWSPAPER

335-335-5784 or 335-5785
For complete TV time and program guides, check out Arts and Entertainment at www.dailyiowan.com.

Tues., Jan. 16, 6 p.m.

John Lake Band: Live at the Mill

LIVES: (Sept. 23-Oct. 31): Changes in your financial situation will be unsettling. Take some time to do things for yourself. You need to be patient on the job as well as in your personal life.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): honey may stand in the way of your personal relationships. You must be both compassionate and understanding when dealing with your mate. This is not the time to disagree.

EXPLODE: (Dec. 22-Jan. 20): It's time to let your light shine, and bring about your capacity for creativity. You can prove your point.

Aquarius: (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): You may RP; cent your property investments. Watch out for your personal problems under control.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Follow the thick of things. You will contribute more than you can imagine. You will solve many of the problems you are dealing with.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): This will be the time for your personal life. You will make new gains if you don't waste time. Remember that the strongest will get through the problems you are dealing with.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Look into counteracting movements that will help you get more. You need to help others find their way. Whether you're prepared or not, you will have to work with what you are given.

Lion: (July 23-Aug. 22): Don't be afraid to talk about your problems. You can prove your point.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You will be tempted to take off today. Don't be afraid to talk about your personal problems with a trusted friend. You will solve your problems when you share them with other people's problems.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You will contribute more than you can imagine. You will solve many of the problems you are dealing with.

The Geminians and Librarians have to control their emotions. Physical activities can get down to business if you don't waste time. Remember that the strongest will get through the problems you are dealing with.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You may have to control your emotions. Physical activities can get down to business if you don't waste time. Remember that the strongest will get through the problems you are dealing with.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): You can get down to business if you put your mind to it. Financial gains can be made if you don't waste time. Remember that the strongest will get through the problems you are dealing with.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): This will be the time for your personal life. You will make new gains if you don't waste time. Remember that the strongest will get through the problems you are dealing with.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Look into counteracting movements that will help you get more. You need to help others find their way. Whether you're prepared or not, you will have to work with what you are given.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Changes in your financial situation will be unsettling. Take some time to do things for yourself. You need to be patient on the job as well as in your personal life.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): honey may stand in the way of your personal relationships. You must be both compassionate and understanding when dealing with your mate. This is not the time to disagree.

EXPLODE: (Dec. 22-Jan. 20): It's time to let your light shine, and bring about your capacity for creativity. You can prove your point.

Aquarius: (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): You may RP; cent your property investments. Watch out for your personal problems under control.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Follow the thick of things. You will contribute more than you can imagine. You will solve many of the problems you are dealing with.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): This will be the time for your personal life. You will make new gains if you don't waste time. Remember that the strongest will get through the problems you are dealing with.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Look into counteracting movements that will help you get more. You need to help others find their way. Whether you're prepared or not, you will have to work with what you are given.

Lion: (July 23-Aug. 22): Don't be afraid to talk about your problems. You can prove your point.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You will be tempted to take off today. Don't be afraid to talk about your personal problems with a trusted friend. You will solve your problems when you share them with other people's problems.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Changes in your financial situation will be unsettling. Take some time to do things for yourself. You need to be patient on the job as well as in your personal life.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): honey may stand in the way of your personal relationships. You must be both compassionate and understanding when dealing with your mate. This is not the time to disagree.

EXPLODE: (Dec. 22-Jan. 20): It's time to let your light shine, and bring about your capacity for creativity. You can prove your point.

Aquarius: (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): You may RP; cent your property investments. Watch out for your personal problems under control.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Follow the thick of things. You will contribute more than you can imagine. You will solve many of the problems you are dealing with.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): This will be the time for your personal life. You will make new gains if you don't waste time. Remember that the strongest will get through the problems you are dealing with.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Look into counteracting movements that will help you get more. You need to help others find their way. Whether you're prepared or not, you will have to work with what you are given.

Lion: (July 23-Aug. 22): Don't be afraid to talk about your problems. You can prove your point.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You will be tempted to take off today. Don't be afraid to talk about your personal problems with a trusted friend. You will solve your problems when you share them with other people's problems.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Changes in your financial situation will be unsettling. Take some time to do things for yourself. You need to be patient on the job as well as in your personal life.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): honey may stand in the way of your personal relationships. You must be both compassionate and understanding when dealing with your mate. This is not the time to disagree.

EXPLODE: (Dec. 22-Jan. 20): It's time to let your light shine, and bring about your capacity for creativity. You can prove your point.

Aquarius: (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): You may RP; cent your property investments. Watch out for your personal problems under control.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Follow the thick of things. You will contribute more than you can imagine. You will solve many of the problems you are dealing with.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): This will be the time for your personal life. You will make new gains if you don't waste time. Remember that the strongest will get through the problems you are dealing with.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Look into counteracting movements that will help you get more. You need to help others find their way. Whether you're prepared or not, you will have to work with what you are given.

Lion: (July 23-Aug. 22): Don't be afraid to talk about your problems. You can prove your point.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You will be tempted to take off today. Don't be afraid to talk about your personal problems with a trusted friend. You will solve your problems when you share them with other people's problems.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Changes in your financial situation will be unsettling. Take some time to do things for yourself. You need to be patient on the job as well as in your personal life.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): honey may stand in the way of your personal relationships. You must be both compassionate and understanding when dealing with your mate. This is not the time to disagree.

EXPLODE: (Dec. 22-Jan. 20): It's time to let your light shine, and bring about your capacity for creativity. You can prove your point.

Aquarius: (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): You may RP; cent your property investments. Watch out for your personal problems under control.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Follow the thick of things. You will contribute more than you can imagine. You will solve many of the problems you are dealing with.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): This will be the time for your personal life. You will make new gains if you don't waste time. Remember that the strongest will get through the problems you are dealing with.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Look into counteracting movements that will help you get more. You need to help others find their way. Whether you're prepared or not, you will have to work with what you are given.

Lion: (July 23-Aug. 22): Don't be afraid to talk about your problems. You can prove your point.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You will be tempted to take off today. Don't be afraid to talk about your personal problems with a trusted friend. You will solve your problems when you share them with other people's problems.